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Abstract— Double patterning lithography (DPL) is in current pro-

duction for memory products, and is widely viewed as inevitable

for logic products at the 32nm node. DPL decomposes and prints

the shapes of a critical-layer layout in two exposures. In traditional

single-exposure lithography, adjacent identical layout features will have

identical mean critical dimension (CD), and spatially correlated CD

variations. However, with DPL, adjacent features can have distinct

mean CDs, and uncorrelated CD variations. This introduces a new set

of ’bimodal’ challenges for timing analysis and optimization. We assess

the potential impact of DPL on timing analysis error and guardbanding,

and find that the traditional ‘unimodal’ characterization and analysis

framework may not be viable for DPL. For example, using 45nm models,

we find that different DPL mask layout solutions can cause 50ps skew

in clock distribution that is unseen by traditional analyses. Different

mask layouts can also result in 20% or more change in timing path

delays. Such results lead to insights into physical design optimizations

for clock and data path placement and mask coloring that can help

mitigate the error and guardband costs of DPL.

I. INTRODUCTION

Double Patterning Lithography (DPL) [2] [3] allows 32nm half-

pitch logic patterning using 193nm ArF lithography tools. DPL

partitions a critical-layer layout into two mask layouts and expo-

sures, each with relaxed critical pitch and spacing. DPL incurs a

throughput overhead, and necessitates tight overlay control between

the two exposures. However, there is likely no other solution

for logic patterning at 32nm [1], and indeed DPL is already in

production for leading-edge memory products.

In DPL, lines, or spaces between lines, are printed in two

sequential processes. Thus, CDs of adjacent lines or spaces can

have different mean and sigma values. The existence of two different

CD populations loses the spatial correlation that is so helpful in on-

chip variation aware timing analysis (as well as statistical timing

analysis), and results in a ‘bimodal’ CD distribution.

Currently, three main technology options exist for DPL: double

exposure, double patterning, and spacer double patterning [8],

[9]. The mechanism leading to a bimodal CD distribution, and its

overall significance, will differ according to the technology option.

Accordingly, we now briefly review the three DPL technology

options.

Double exposure. The double exposure DPL technique creates

trenches at twice the resolution of normal lithography, using two

successive exposure steps. Since double exposure DPL ends up

printing spaces, rather than printing target line shapes, it is called

a negative dual trench process [4]. One edge of a target line is

formed with the first exposure, and the other edge is generated

with the second exposure, as shown in Figure 1. Both edges of two

adjacent lines facing each other are formed at the same time. Hence,

although, e.g., an exposure dose variation can result in an edge

placement error, both lines will be affected by the same amount,

and CDs of adjacent lines remain identical, as shown in Figure

1(b). However, in the presence of misalignment, CDs of adjacent

lines can differ by the amount of the misalignment error, as shown

in Figure 1(c).

We note that while double exposure DPL entails a relatively

simple process, the fact that CDs are determined by misalignment

(overlay) error reduces the technique’s viability. This is because the

roadmap for overlay control capability is significantly looser than

the general CD control capability requirement (e.g., the 2007 ITRS

predicts overlay control capability for 45nm to be as large as 9nm

[10]).
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Final patterns

1st Exposure 2nd Exposure

(b) CD variation w/o misalignment

1st Exposure 2nd Exposure

(c) CD variation w/ misalignment(a) Negative double exposure
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2nd Exposure
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Fig. 1. Double exposure DPL.

Double patterning. Double patterning DPL creates lines at twice

the normally achievable resolution, using a LELE (litho-etch-litho-

etch) process. At the first etch step, the patterns of the first resist

layer are transferred to an underlying hard mask. Photoresist is then

coated onto the surface remaining after the first process, and is then

exposed in the second exposure step. The flow finishes up with the

hard mask that prints one line and the resist of the second exposure

that prints the other line. In double patterning DPL, the two edges

of a line that are printed by the first etch and the second exposure,

and the two edges of the adjacent line that are printed by the second

exposure and etch process, can be different; this is shown in Figure

2(a). While the first patterns are made on a perfectly flat wafer,

the second resist is coated onto a topography that is a result of

the overetch of the first patterning step. The topography implies

greater depth of focus (DOF) variation, so that the CDs between

the first and the second patterns can be different. Plasma exposure

of the first line during the second etch could additionally cause

CD change. For these reasons, CDs of critical features will have a

bimodal distribution.

Unlike the double exposure process, double patterning DPL will

have two different CD populations due to the CD control error,

as shown in Figure 2(b). Since misalignment error just shifts the

line, without changing the linewidth, misalignment itself does not

matter; this is illustrated in Figure 2(c). The 2007 ITRS [10]



roadmap indicates that CD control capability is much better than

overlay control capability (e.g., the CD control target for 45nm is

1.9nm). We thus expect that double patterning will have smaller CD

difference between adjacent lines than double exposure.
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Fig. 2. LELE double patterning DPL.

Spacer double patterning. The third DPL technology option

is due to [8], [9], who proposed another methodology of double

patterning by use of sacrificial spacer technology. Figure 3 shows

a conceptual flow of the spacer double patterning DPL process.

Similar to LELE double patterning, spacer double patterning prints

target lines instead of edges. Therefore, given a well-controlled

spacer generation and etch process, the CD difference between

adjacent lines can be maintained to be as small as the CD control

capability, even in the presence of misalignment error.
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.
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Final patterns

Fig. 3. Sacrificial spacer double patterning DPL.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we describe the ‘bimodal challenge’ from DPL. In Section III,

we experimentally assess the impact of bimodal CD distribution

on timing delay and slack. Section IV then describes potential

courses of action for the industry as standards and flows are evolved

to address the bimodal challenge, and finally, Section V gives

conclusions.

II. THE ‘BIMODAL CHALLENGE’

Figure 4(a) shows a bimodal CD distribution for 32nm technology

measured from 24 wafers processed by DPL [4]. Figure 4(b) shows

a simplified illustration of the bimodal CD distribution, in which two

CD groups have independent mean and sigma values. The bimodal

CD distribution affects design timing as follows.

Loss of spatial correlation. The existence of two independent

CD populations in a design take away the presumptions of spatial

correlation that has always been used to reduce pessimism in corner-

based timing analysis. For example, consider two closely placed,

Bimodal
CD Group1

Bimodal

CD Group2

Worst CDBest CD

B1 B2 W1 W2

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Bimodal CD distribution.

identical inverters made with different steps of double patterning

DPL – i.e., one inverter is made by the first litho-etch step and the

other is made by the second litho-etch step. These two inverters can

have different gate CDs, so that their electrical characteristics, such

as delay and power, can also be extremely different from each other

despite being adjacent in the same die.

In general, within-die variations are taken into account by on-

chip variation (OCV) models or by statistical timing analysis flows.

Bimodal CD distribution can also be treated as an additional

variation source. However, the important problem that we address

in this work is that the size of the variation from the bimodal CD

distribution can be very large, e.g., over 8% of mean CD difference

between the groups, as shown in Figure 4 (a); therefore, designers

must consider more extreme within-die variations during timing

optimization as a direct consequence of DPL.

Increase of overall CD variation. Unless the two CD populations

have the same mean values, overall CD variation must be increased

with DPL. Dusa et al. propose the use of a unimodal representation

pooled from the bimodal CD distribution [4], specifically,

3σ
2

CD,pooled =

(

3σCD,G1

2

)

2

(1)

+

(

3σCD,G2

2

)

2

+

(

3

2
(µCD,G1 − µCD,G2)

)

2

where G1 and and G2 are the two different groups of CD popula-

tions. Dusa et al. observed about 20% of 3σ CD variation to the

mean CD from the pooled CD model for 32nm DPL process. Table

I shows, for various CD mean differences between G1 and G2, the

CD mean and sigma values for the bimodal distribution, and for the

corresponding unimodal distributions as calculated using Equation

(1) for 50nm target CD.

As seen in the table, overall CD variation of the unimodal represen-

tation in Column 4 increases with the increasing mean difference be-

tween CD groups. This increased variation will necessarily increase

the guardband of the process; Jeong et al. [7] recently showed how

this in turn will worsen optimization and design closure runtimes, as

well as standard design metrics such as area, wirelength, violations,

etc.

To deal with the challenges presented by the bimodal CD distri-

bution, novel timing analysis and optimization methodologies are

required. In the following, we assess the potential timing analysis

problems inherent in DPL designs, and propose bimodal-aware

timing analysis and timing optimization methodologies.



TABLE I

MEAN AND SIGMA OF BIMODAL AND POOLED UNIMODAL CD

DISTRIBUTIONS.

G1 G2

Mean 3σ Mean 3σ

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm)

Mean Diff. Unimodal 50.00 2.00 - -

0 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 2.00 - -

Bimodal 50.00 2.00 50.00 2.00

1 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 2.50 - -

Bimodal 49.50 2.00 50.50 2.00

2 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 3.61 - -

Bimodal 49.00 2.00 51.00 2.00

3 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 4.92 - -

Bimodal 48.50 2.00 51.50 2.00

4 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 6.32 - -

Bimodal 48.00 2.00 52.00 2.00

5 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 7.76 - -

Bimodal 47.50 2.00 52.50 2.00

6 nm Pooled uni. 50.00 9.22 - -

Bimodal 47.00 2.00 53.00 2.00

III. IMPACTS OF BIMODAL CD DISTRIBUTION ON TIMING

In this section, we analyze the timing problems that arise from a

bimodal CD distribution. In our discussion, we refer to the different

CD distributions as corresponding to the different colorings (i.e.,

mask exposures) of the gate polys in a cell layout. In DPL coloring,

adjacent minimum-pitch poly lines must be colored differently.

Thus, a cell can have (at least) two basic versions according to

its coloring sequence, as shown in Figure 5. To distinguish between

these different colorings, we use M12 (respectively, M21) to refer to

a cell in which the first or leftmost1 poly is colored by CD group1

(respectively, CD group2), the second poly is colored by CD group2

(CD group1), and so on. It is important to note that regardless of

whether a cell has an odd number of polys or an even number of

polys, there will exist two different colorings for the cell, based on

which color is assigned to the first (leftmost) poly. We discuss two

key impacts of the bimodal CD distribution: on path delay variation,

and on timing slack variation.

M12-type cell M21-type cell

Gates from CD group1

Gates from CD group2

Fig. 5. Example of two different DPL colorings for a NOR3 cell.

A. Path Delay Variation in DPL

Every cell instance in a design can be colored differently accord-

ing to its location and the surrounding cell instances. Therefore,

instances of the same master cell in a timing path can be differently

colored, and can have different electrical behaviors. As mentioned

in Section II above, due to the loss of the spatial correlation between

differently colored cells, delays across cell types (M12 and M21)

in a path can vary randomly or with less correlation, even while

1When the cell is instantiated in standard, “North” orientation.

cells of the same type coloring have strong correlation. Finding the

path delay variation of a timing path in the presence of bimodal CD

distribution requires solution of the following problem formulation.

Bimodal Path Delay Variation Analysis: Given m cells gi of

M12 type and n cells qj of M21 type in a timing path, determine

the delay variation of the timing path, subject to the constraints:

(a) Mini,jcov(gi, gj) > Maxi,jcov(gi, qj)

(b) Mini,jcov(qi, qj) > Maxi,jcov(gi, qj)

According to the constraints, the covariance between cells in the

same group is larger than than the covariance between cells in

different groups.

The delay variation of a delay path is:

σ
2(d(path)) = σ

2(
∑

i

(d(gi)) +
∑

i

(d(qi)))

=
∑

i

σ
2(d(gi)) +

∑

i

σ
2(d(qi))

+ 2
∑

i,j

cov(gi, gj) + 2
∑

i,j

cov(qi, qj)

+ 2
∑

i,j

cov(gi, qj) (2)

From Equation (2), since cov(gi, qj) is small (e.g., zero in the case

of no correlation), the path delay variation for a path composed of

uncorrelated different types of cells is smaller than that of a path

composed of only correlated cells.

Recall that for the DPL process, patterns are first partitioned into

two groups, and that the two groups are each assigned a distinct

color. The constraint is that same-color patterns should not be placed

within the minimum distance that is permitted by the litho and etch

equipment. According to the placement locations, orientations and

the neighboring cells, a cell can be colored in different ways. Figure

6 shows the delay variation of 4-stage inverter chains (a) and buffer

chains (b), for all possible colorings of cells. We measure the delay

of the timing paths across the four combinations of extreme CD

corners (Min and Max CD values for each CD group). Note that

even for such a simple timing path, the number of required timing

analyses in the DPL regime increases exponentially with the number

of stages.

For this experiment, we use the 45nm bulk CMOS SPICE model

from the University of Arizona’s Predictive Technology Model

website [11] and 45nm circuits from NANGATE’s Open Cell

Libraries [12]. We assume the CD values of each CD group have

perfect spatial correlation, only to isolate the impact of bimodality

as well as to reduce the number of experiments. The number of

configurations of each path, accounting for different colorings and

process corners, is 4 · 24 = 64. Table II shows all possible process

corners (Column 1), and all possible coloring sequences (Column

2), in the 4-stage inverter and buffer chains.

We assume the CD variation within each CD group to be 2nm,

which is comparable to the ITRS predicted value for CD control

in the 45nm node, i.e., 1.9nm [10].2 Finally, we measure the delay

2As noted in the earlier review of double exposure DPL technology, since
overlay control in the 45nm node is 9nm, it is hard to use the negative double
exposure process in light of the CD variation requirement. Hence, we do
not consider the negative correlation between CD groups that would result
with double exposure DPL, and we assume that CD variation is determined
only by CD control capability.



TABLE II

PATH CONFIGURATIONS FOR 4-STAGE INVERTER AND BUFFER CHAINS.

CD corner CD coloring sequence

G1 group - G2 group

M12 → M12 → M12 → M12

M12 → M12 → M12 → M21

M12 → M12 → M21 → M12

M12 → M12 → M21 → M21

MAX - MAX M12 → M21 → M12 → M12

M12 → M21 → M12 → M21

MAX - MIN M12 → M21 → M21 → M12

M12 → M21 → M21 → M21

MIN - MAX M21 → M12 → M12 → M12

M21 → M12 → M12 → M21

MIN - MIN M21 → M12 → M21 → M12

M21 → M12 → M21 → M21

M21 → M21 → M12 → M12

M21 → M21 → M12 → M21

M21 → M21 → M21 → M12

M21 → M21 → M21 → M21

of the 64 different path configurations while sweeping the mean

difference between CD group1 and CD group2 from 0nm to 6nm.

We also compare the delay estimated from the pooled unimodal CD

model (ref. Table I) with those from the actual bimodal CD model.

The upper Figure 6(a) shows the delay variation of a buffer chain,

while the lower figure (b) shows the delay variation of a inverter

chain. The x-axis shows the different coloring sequences of cells,

and the legends in the figure show the combinations of the process

corners for each CD group, i.e., MAX-MAX, MIN-MIN, MIN-

MAX and MAX-MIN.

From this study, we observe that for most cases, the delay values

are within the boundary of the delay at the MAX-MAX and MIN-

MIN corners, and that most results from bimodal analysis are within

the window established by the pooled unimodal model. However,

not all cases are covered by the pooled model when the mean

CD difference between the two groups is 0nm. In addition, delay

variation increases when the mean difference between the two CD

groups increases.

Note that the delay variation of pooled unimodal cases becomes

significantly larger than that for the bimodal cases, when the mean

CD difference becomes nonzero, as shown in Figure 6(b). This

immediately raises the question as to whether the pessimism of

a pooled unimodal delay model (i.e., today’s standard practice) will

be too costly in the DPL regime. We also observe that for skewed

processes (MAX-MIN or MIN-MAX), delay variation across all the

path configurations is larger than for MAX-MAX or MIN-MIN.

Figure 7 shows delay variations of a 16-stage inverter chain,

normalized to mean values. Here, only four (out of 216) path

colorings are studied: (i) M1-only, (ii) M1-M2-M1-... alternation,

(iii) M2-M1-M2-... alternation, and (iv) M2-only. As is implied by

Equation (2), the alternatively colored paths show smaller variations.

This suggests the possibility of ‘self-compensation’ - in the sense

of deliberate balancing of cell colorings in timing paths - to reduce

delay variation.3

B. Timing Slack Variation in DPL

While path delay variation can be reduced by the bimodal CD

distribution, we find a very different situation with variation of

3The term ‘self-compensation’ has been used by Gupta et al. [5] in
previous work that reduces through-focus timing variation by balancing
‘isolated’ and ‘dense’ (pitch) timing arcs. Here, we refer to the balancing
of timing arcs between two uncorrelated CD distributions.
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Fig. 6. Delay variations of 4-inverter and 4-buffer chains. Path configura-
tions are as given in Table II.

timing slack - which is the most important parameter for design

timing. Timing slack (Tslack) of the design is defined by

Tslack = Tclock + Tcycle − Tdata (3)

The variation of the timing slack is calculated by

σ
2

Tslack
= σ

2

Tclock
+ σ

2

Tdata

− 2cov (Tclock, Tdata) (4)

For a traditional single-exposure process, if we assume that spatial

correlation is high, the covariance term in Equation (4) will reduce

the slack variation. However, in DPL, since cells in the clock path

can be colored in a different way from cells in the data path,



Fig. 7. Relative delay variation σ/µ (%) over all process corners.

the covariance term will be reduced to zero, so that timing slack

variation becomes a sum of clock path and data path variations. To

meet signoff timing constraints with this increased slack variation

in DPL, designs will require more stringent and difficult timing

optimization.

We illustrate this concept with Figure 8, which portrays the slack

calculation for the traditional single-exposure process in (a), and

for the DPL process in (b). In this simple example, we assume that

nominal delay of both clock and data path are 10ns, and, following

the analysis of path delay variation in Equation (2), we assume that

DPL has smaller delay variation than the single exposure, e.g., ±5ns

for single exposure and ±2ns for DPL.

Data (10 2= 8~12ns)

Clock (10 2= 8~12ns)

Data (10-5=5ns)

Clock (10-5=5ns)

or
Worst slack = 5 - 5 = 0ns

Worst slack 

= min(clock) – max(data)

= 8 - 12 = 4ns

Data (10+5=15ns)

Clock (10+5=15ns)

Worst slack = 15 - 15 = 0ns

(a) Worst slack in DPL (b) Worst slack in single exposure

Fig. 8. Worst timing slack calculation in the DPL and (traditional) single-
exposure regimes.

In the single-exposure case, due to the strong spatial correlation

between the clock path and the data path, process variation does

not make timing slack worse. However, in the DPL case, although

the delay variation is small, we can see large negative slack, due

to the weak correlation between clock and data path - that is, each

path delay can be varied independently.

To see more explicitly and realistically the impact of bimodal CD

distribution on the timing slack, we extract a topmost critical path

from a design implemented with a reduced set of 45nm library cells.

Both the launching and capturing clock paths are composed of 14

stages of inverters, respectively. Also, the launching and capturing

clock paths share the initial 4 stages of inverters, but differ from

each other in the latter 10 stages of each path. The data path is

composed of 30 logic stages, e.g., 2-input NAND, NOR, OR and

AND logic cells, and 1-input BUF and INV cells. An exhaustive

design of experiments (DOE) would require 4·254 cases. We reduce

the DOE complexity by restricting alternatives for the clock paths,

the combinational data path, and flip-flops.

First, we assume that the colorings of all cells in the data path are

fixed and known. This allows us to evaluate the impact of bimodal

CD distribution only on the clock design. Second, the number of

clock path configurations still remains very large (4 · 224), so we

further limit our experiments to the 5 extreme cases shown in Table

III.

TABLE III

COLORING CONFIGURATIONS OF THE CRITICAL PATH EXAMPLE.

Data path Launching clock path Capturing clock path

Case 1 M12 → M12 →... M12 → M12 →...

Case 2 M21 → M21 →... M21 → M21 →...

Case 3 M12 → M12... M12 → M12 →... M21 → M21 →...

Case 4 M21 → M21 →... M12 → M12 →...

Case 5 M12 → M21 →... M12 → M21 →...

For a design to operate correctly, data signals must be carried

from one flip-flop (launching flip-flop) to the next flip-flop (captur-

ing flip-flop) once per each clock cycle. The timing slacks for setup

and hold time are defined by4

• setup timing slack

TAAT,setup = Tlaunch + Tdata (5)

TRAT,setup = Tcapture + Tcycle − Tsetup (6)

Tslack,setup = TRAT,setup − TAAT,setup (7)

= (Tcapture − Tlaunch) + Tcycle − Tsetup − Tdata ≥ 0

• hold timing slack

TAAT,hold = Tlaunch + Tdata (8)

TRAT,hold = Tcapture + Thold (9)

Tslack,hold = TRAT,hold − TAAT,hold (10)

= (Tlaunch − Tcapture) + Tdata − Thold ≤ 0

The difference of delays between launching and capturing clock

paths, i.e., clock skew, plays an important role in both the setup

and hold timing slacks. If Tcapture is greater (resp. smaller) than

Tlaunch, this increases (decreases) setup time slack but decreases

(increases) hold time slack regardless of data path delay. Therefore,

however well one optimizes the circuit to have zero slack, an

unbalanced clock network can create clock skew and cause timing

problems by either setup or hold time violations. Figure 9 shows

the maximum skew that occurs as a result of the bimodal CD

distribution, across the path coloring cases shown in Table III. Note

that the clock skew is originally designed to be zero. Intuitively,

we can expect that there is no clock skew when the coloring

configurations of both clock paths are the same, i.e., Cases 1, 2

and 5. However, even when the mean difference between two CD

groups is zero, Cases 3 and 4 show substantial clock skew due to

the different coloring of launching and capturing clock paths, and

the skew increases when the mean CD difference increases. The

maximum clock skews of Cases 3 and 4 with 0nm mean CD differ-

ence are 22.7ps for each, and these skews increase up to 52.2ps and

53.4ps, respectively, with 6nm mean difference. Another implication

of Figure 9 is that the pooled unimodal CD representation cannot

4We use the standard acronyms of AAT for actual arrival time, and RAT
for required arrival time.



discern the potential skew-related timing problems in DPL designs,

even though the pooled model accounts for the physical distribution

of CDs, and is very pessimistic with respect to CD corners. This is

because the pooled CD model cannot distinguish the colorings of

paths.

Clock path configuration

Even for the zero mean difference case, clock skew 
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Fig. 9. Clock skew versus CD mean difference between CD groups, across
combinations of process corners.

Figure 10 shows the slack changes of each coloring configuration

of clock paths versus the mean difference of the CD groups at

the worst CD corner combination (MAX-MAX). The timing path

originally has zero slack when the CD mean difference is zero

(i.e., two coloring groups have same CD mean). For Case 4, since

the delay of the capturing (resp. launching) clock path decreases

(increases), the slack becomes negative;5 this will worsen when the

number of stages of the clock network increases. For Cases 1, 2,

3 and 5, delay of the capturing clock path is greater than that of

the launching clock path, so that the slack is still positive or even

improved. However, since the improved slack on this path is only

from clock skew, there can easily be a resulting timing problem for

the next timing path that starts with this path’s capturing flip-flop, or

increased hold time violations per Equation (8). We also notice again

that the pooled unimodal CD representation shows unnecessarily

pessimistic setup timing slack values.
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Fig. 10. Timing slack versus CD mean difference between CD groups
across combinations of process corners.

From the above results, we can conclude that a pooled unimodal

representation with more pessimistic corner values is not sufficient

to deal with the electrical characteristics of DPL, and that bimodal-

aware timing analysis and optimization methods are required to

correctly evaluate and optimize the circuit timing performance.

5With 6nm mean CD difference, −18ps of slack violation occurs. This
value is about 10% of the clock path delay of our test case.

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF BIMODAL CD DISTRIBUTION TO DESIGN

PROCESS

DPL can double the resolution of optical lithography, in com-

parison to the traditional single-exposure process, and is a likely

technology solution for 32nm patterning. However, our results

strongly suggest that to incorporate DPL into production, the bi-

modal CD distribution must be dealt with accurately in both analysis

and optimization. Even as the traditional timing flow undergoes

substantial changes today, DPL-awareness appears to be a looming

key issue. In this section, we give some considerations for future

courses of action by which the industry can respond to bimodal and

uncorrelated distributions of device behaviors in the DPL context.

1. Device and device parameter extraction. With respect

to device modeling and device parameter extraction, the device

parameters of the process must capture the reality of bimodal CD

variation. Existing methodology and infrastructure allows modeling

via a pooled unimodal CD model, but our timing analyses in

Section III show that the pooled unimodal description is likely too

pessimistic. As noted above, the cost of guardband pessimism can

be high [7]. Production methodology at 32nm should permit each

printed transistor (finger) to independently reference the appropriate

model card. To correctly extract devices from the layout, another

mask layer is required to distinguish transistors in G1 and G2,

and each type of device must correspond to its model within the

bimodal-aware SPICE modeling. Orthogonally, accurate control and

measurement of mean difference between the two CD populations

are required to reduce pessimism.

2. Cell characterization. Cell characterization strategies must

also change to accommodate DPL. Each cell master has at least

two distinct instantiations in silicon (M12 type and M21 type)

that require modeling. And, despite availability of bimodal-aware

SPICE models, we do not know the relation of CD means in the

two coloring groups until after the actual manufacturing process is

complete. Thus, DPL requires (1) more guardbanding and/or (2) a

new methodology to characterize electrical properties such as delay,

power, etc. of DPL circuits.

• A conservative but simple method to reduce the impact of

the bimodal CD distribution on the entire design process

is to model bimodal as unimodal. The already-cited pooled

unimodal CD model from [4] can be useful, and today’s

conventional flow can still be used. However, as shown in

Section III, the pooled unimodal model gives too pessimistic

a guardband, which can lead to significant overdesign. Fur-

thermore, as we demonstrated above, the pooled unimodal

model cannot capture the potential timing problems caused

by uncorrelated data and clock delay variations; to deal with

this kind of variation would require an even more pessimistic

guardband and even more overdesign.

• A realistic but complex method to closely capture actual

bimodality without undue guardbanding is to make two in-

dependent timing libraries for M12 and M21 type cells. Our

results above show that delay of the MAX-MAX combination

for CD groups G1 and G2 dominates other combinations for the

worst-case delay, and that delay of the MIN-MIN combination

dominates other combinations for best-case delay. Hence, for

combinational cells it may be reasonable to use the larger

(smaller) of the the M12 and M21 delays in the MAX-MAX

(MIN-MIN) corner as the worst (best) delay corner of a given



cell. However, for sequential cells, e.g., latches and flip-flops,

it is unclear which process combination gives the worst or

best behavior. ‘D-Q’ and ‘CK-Q’ delay can be maximized

(minimized) at the MAX-MAX (MIN-MIN) corner, but hazard

timing margins such as setup and hold may take on worst

values at different combinations of process corners, since these

result from racing between clock and data path within a cell.

Measurement of delay and hazard timing margin across process

corners requires further study.

3. Cell placement. Placement location and surrounding patterns

will determine the timing model of a cell instance, since these

factors affect the DPL coloring of the cell. Consequently, even slight

cell movement or resizing can give very large and non-obvious

changes in delay values under skewed process combinations, i.e.,

MIN-MAX or MAX-MIN. This may lead to more physical design

iterations, since at every ECO placement step, cells’ timing charac-

teristics can be changed by the applied DPL patterning and coloring

solution. An intermediate methodology for the industry may be to

apply a hierarchical DPL process based on master cells, whereby

all master cells have pre-defined coloring. To avoid DPL coloring

conflicts between adjacent cell instances, it may be necessary to

develop larger-sized cells in which all critical features can be colored

independent of the colorings of other standard cell instances.

4. Timing optimization. For bimodal-aware timing optimization,

we can split a timing graph into three pieces: data path, clock path

and sequential cells. From our experiments in Section III, we notice

that alternative coloring is a good way to reduce delay variation as

well as the worst delays of both clock and data paths. However,

we also note that making alternative coloring can increase coloring

conflicts with neighboring cells that are already colored. Although

this problem is out of the scope of this paper, we may fix this

problem by perturbing placement by use of remaining white space,

i.e., increasing distance between conflicting cells.6

For clock paths, if we can use the same type of coloring for

all cells in the clock network (thus exploiting spatial correlation

maximally), we can further reduce clock variation as well as slack

variation. For sequential cells, balancing delay and hazard timing

margin across combinations of bimodal process corners appears to

be an open and challenging research topic.

5. Timing analysis. More generally, the loss of spatial correlation

- such that instances of the same master cell, placed closely

together, behave quite differently - represents a significant change to

timing analysis and optimization. New statistical and deterministic

timing analysis methodology, comprehending transistor-level spatial

correlation, will be required.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING WORK

Double Patterning Lithography (DPL) allows 32nm half-pitch

logic patterning using 193nm ArF lithography tools, and is already

in production for leading-edge memory products. However, the

associated ‘bimodal’ CD distribution and loss of spatial correlation

between color (exposure) groups has far-reaching impacts on circuit

properties that are neither well-defined nor well-studied. In this

paper, we have given both analytic and empirical assessments of the

potential impact of DPL on timing analysis error and guardbanding;

we observe that the traditional ‘unimodal’ characterization and

analysis framework may not be viable for DPL. For example, our

6To this end, we could adapt the ‘Corr’ approach of Gupta et al. [6].

analyses demonstrate that different mask layouts can result in 20%

or more change in timing path delays. Based on our observations,

we have proposed potential solutions for each step of the design

process. Our next goal is to provide more accurate, efficient and

practical solutions for the ‘bimodal-aware’ challenges in timing

analysis and circuit design optimization.
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